
ANALYSIS OF MOVIE THIRTEEN

Thirteen is a feature length indie film which punches above its low-budget weight thanks to expert storytelling and
characterisation. Director Catherine Hardwicke co-wrote the script with her erstwhile step-daughter Nikki Reed, who also
stars as Evie Zamora.

Although it quickly becomes clear that she is not completely comfortable in this position, Mel still grants
Tracy more freedom than she's comfortable giving i. Popular Blog Posts. What does Mel want? Share this:.
Better she learn some basic lessons now, while her mother is there to protect her somewhat. Works Cited
Thirteen. She wants a stable home life but she also wants power. In every aspect she is the diametric
opposition of Tracy, and it is clear to the audience that she is the character who is making her act in an
unorthodox manner for her visual representation. This allows our team to focus on improving the library and
adding new essays. Something between them has changed. In the paragraphs above, for instance, we can see
how there is a specific discussion of external contextual variables. Here are some ways our essay examples
library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what
doesn't from the reader's perspective. This will mean becoming her symbolic twin. Instead they demonstrate
an attempt to express her pain by acting out instead of through internalization. Tracy stands in the way of Evie
moving in with fantasy-mom Mel or so she perceives. At middle school, Evie Zamora saunters past. Likewise,
drugs are available in the area, putting Tracy at risk of using these: in one scene, Tracy and Evie obtain drugs
in the park close to her home. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can
help you get unstuck? Tracy lives with her divorced mother Melanie, played by Holly Hunter in a performance
where the character vibrates with the intensity of her life. I suppose this gives the audience the doubly
transgressive thrill of watching 13 year old girls having interracial sex. Evie's history is often described but
somehow never very clear. Thirteen: A view into the complex, inner life of an adolescent girl Trey Teufel and
Emily Greytak "[Thirteen] made me recall last year when I was in 8th grade, blown away by the sugar melting
off my previously pseudo content life. Unfortunately by this point, the only men interested in Mel are
themselves addicts. The scene opens with a close up of the character Tracy, which is used to show the extent
of her relaxation, she is completely calm, if not overly so. Emily Greytak, M. Currently he works as an actor
and freelance writer in New York City. This is definitely a film that needs to be watched with parental
commentary, but it should be watched anyhow. For obvious reasons, most films that feature underage sex star
older actors â€” Carey Mulligan, playing 16 and 17 in An Education, was in her early 20s; Bel Powley,
playing 15 in The Diary of a Teenage Girl, was too. A reviewer in a Washington, DC magazine nicely
summed up most of the criticism: "you can't complain too much about a movie that tries to rise above the
norm, that strives to tell a story we've heard and seen countless times before, but this time with frankness and
honesty. In actuality Tracy acts more like a caretaker than her mother, chastising Mel for giving
complimentary haircuts and allowing friends to stay in their home free from any obligations. The idea of the
piercings is also a way of showing the sexualisation of that character, connoting general desire from other
character and also her confidence. We get the sense everyone has their own backstory, justifying their actions.
Perhaps Evie has a sixth sense about how to win Mel over. Mel is a pushover, which is exactly the reason why
she lets her daughter become entangled with Evie Zamora in the first place. The film, which I showed at my
Overlooked Film Festival, is apparently not available on video; it would be a comfort after this one. Not all
teenage girls get into one of these relationships, but many do. Mother and daughter are close again. Tracy had
her own demons before meeting Evie. The idea that Tracy is an innocent character could possibly create the
idea that she is not fully aware of the extent of her situation, and is being strongly influenced by Evie, this is
proven when there are close ups on Tracy's face after she falls to the floor, she is instantly looking for
approval from Evie as if she is her mentor or guide. She wants the best for her. We are supposed to take Evie's
coolness and desirability, and her incredible self-centeredness that leads her to betray Tracy, for granted.


